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Third  

There is spurious mourning, night of the night. There is a tree flayed by a giant. There 
is a cracked vessel on an avenue of laurels. Someone taller than this house writhes in a 
cry that disjoints the neighborhood. There are crepuscular faces that break the day then 
suffer their race. They twist at the waist like a wave, they shriek like birds in heat. I hear 
your voice saying its say. I hear your will barging into my body. Voice that, flapping its 
arms, hacks through the crowd. It’s a falcon of words. It is lost in Brooklyn. It had better 
snow and soon, or else the giant will rain so hard that the day will drop from the night like 
a lopped-off arm.
 I love you: you feed me from an impossible host. 
 I love you: I hear your wings tearing apart 
 in frenzied flight through the deep trench of my chest.    
 Hurry, hurry, holy little bird!
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In White

The turtle looked dead. Overturned on the road, 
cradled by its shell.
The turtle looked stricken. Inside its oval, a sepia heart 
pulled the pulley of duration. 
I’ve thought of it. Of its memory. Its prehistoric eyes.  
The water is gray in Kobayashi Kiyochika’s painting,  
and a woman, Japanese, mounts the waves.
She, brave, shockingly white. The sea is nearing 
that shore where the turtle seems to beat 
weakly. Memory with all its drownings
culled in that ellipse. No one should think of the moon now,
but it’s too late to warn anyone. The poem occurs
on the night of the brave, and her face is almost a page.
I have forgotten everything. Out of death, sorrow.
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From the Mountain

Its pages tear 
or are torn 

or they are not pages but wings.
The landscape is a woman dying. I read it.
                                    Because I suffer, I understand.
I have come to the point on the mountain 
where there is no way back
but to fly.
I can’t fly. I tear this book
that I understand because I suffer. 
It would be better if there were no landslides,
and the way back remained intact. 
In another story are birds, 
the ones that eat the crumbs, the trail home. 
Here the birds are the book,
               that book I understand
               where it says you don’t exist. 
I can’t fly either.
             Those who have ceased to exist are said to float. 
             Ah, float. Lost children,
             it says here
you don’t know how to float, but you have ceased to exist. 
Returning 
would mean that no time has passed,
that nothing happened.
        And yes, it happened.
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Third Movement (The Survivor)
For Raúl Zurita

They have brought their bodies to the bottoms of the boats, rested their 
ribs on the sides. Now rowers, later they will be survivors. In the upper 
left, there is writing, maybe a poem. Penned in the sky, a sky of skin or 
parchment. The sky, in any case. You can see a snow-capped mountain in 
the distance, though the prisoners could never see it. They are clutching 
bamboo boats, grinding their teeth and tendons, squeezing life in their fists, 
clinging to it. The snow is bone-color, because it’s made of bone. The snow 
is human; human, the ocean. Whatever a survivor has crossed is human. 
The penned sky, human. You, dear friend, are human. In the ocean, hours 
of despair and imprisonment wash clean. Green and blue hours, cruelties 
contrived by moonlight. The mountain is a witness: to fractured limbs, 
collapse. Mute night and moon. Your country, mute: its coins, its soul of 
stone. The painting is branded with the color of firelight, bird’s beak. Will I 
live? you must have asked yourself. How come the mercenary waves let you 
go, to return, with your face in flames, to the hour of my life? Poems that 
surface when the tide recedes, they live off your cow’s blood. Butchered 
in the sky, the tide spurts their words.  Right now, below, you dissolve 
the coins in your hands, incinerate bills marked with the word God. Five 
thousand Chilean dead in the vignetting. I can’t conceive of a day when 
the mountain and waves will witness a world in which you don’t exist. I see 
you in the picture, rowing. I see how you dazzled the grass, set the cows 
loose. I see you holding your girlfriend’s hand. Over-sugaring your coffee. 
If I think of a time when you’re not alive, I see nothing. Not even when the 
poem says I will live and cocks its head back, shakes its fists. It was a brazen 
gesture you made with your blood and sugar, your breastbone, the tremor 
in your left wing. There will come an imaginary point, a poem or woman or 
star the color of firelight, that is wholly illegible. It will occur in a Kurosawa 
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movie, because that is the nature of your dreams. Right now the lightning 
has skinned it bare, and I’m the one who covers my face, refuses to read 
such a thing. 
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Fourth Movement (The Lullaby)
  

   What was that world that had an oak at its center 
and teeth scattered around it?
Pieces of bark gather one by one in the word
tree, but by themselves they are solitudes. 

Autumn Song

I had thought that surviving the storm secured you a spot in this world. 
Yes, I know I was wrong, I told you in a poem – remember? – that fragment 
from a now anchorless place. We had talked about how a broken body can 
only be imagined in chiaroscuro. But the time for us to see those bodies 
came anyway. That mystery of fixed shadows sopped up by the blood, 
where the fickle thing was light. We listened as a ruminant chewed grass 
on the other side of the wall. Night must have been approaching when we 
heard a fire, the creaking of felled timber, and the pitter-patter of flames 
that, in the end, sound like the roar of a whale. That was the poem, and 
that was the room where, as we were getting to know each other naked, 
we saw the dead up close. It was like a hallucination: it was our family. 
We didn’t leave at the same time. When I opened the door, the green of 
sown seeds framed the world as a mouth frames the egress of the voice. 
Before that field of emerald-green grass, the whole poem fled on a bird 
knocked down by a bullet. That’s what I thought, and maybe you thought 
the same: a word outside its paradise, outside its natural habitat, a word 
in exile can’t be sung. You tore up the letter and left. On that sown field, 
I knew that I had no cow that might resemble a bird, no songs to lick my 
wounds, and that if I only closed my eyes, I’d hear a chirp. Holy, holy, holy. 
And the third is a bird that has pierced the sky with its beak. I had get out 
of there, in a hurry, I had to board the train.  At the threshold of the stairs, 
like at the opening of a fleshy mouth, lay a vagrant, half-naked, maybe 
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dead. The clouds huddled into orange cells. My daughter cried, Look! Look 
up! And I saw it, and maybe you saw it, too, and the next day we saw it 
in the papers, with the word phenomenon in the headline. Descending the 
stairs, we turned into the dream of a blind man. Ancestrally broken, he 
sleeps because he misses seeing… Look over there! A lamb in the road, bleating, 
the sound trailing from its throat to the throat where the train is coming, to the 
throat where the train is coming. Bleating bleeds, though it is a voice; a voice 
that is a drink, though it is made of words. Look over there! The flock, the flock 
locked together in the snowy luster of wool, the light of a train like an underground 
moon. We found you on the platform, and although tragedy was imminent, 
I saw your face, the face of a deer, doe eyes. Outside it finally rained 
and soothed the long thirst in the sown fields, but a journey awaited us. 
We wanted to save the flock, and I told you about the poet. As I spoke, 
we saw him stroll through the fields around his house, and we saw how 
the lamb was battered, unavoidably, by some gray hogs. The same lamb 
that had moments ago brushed past his legs. The force of hungry hogs is 
tremendous, I told you I’d read that, and you, powerless but with definitive 
tenderness, offered me your hand and, in that way, we awaited the train. I 
know that in a country of knives, it would have amounted to no more than 
a chorus of squeals, the stridulation of teeth, an ordinary story, the news 
of a few deaths on a badly tuned radio. But for us, my love, it was a song, 
and at the same time, the intimate secret of the song, its body of snow 
about to melt, its body of a little girl. Soon, on the road, blood spilled from 
the lambs, from the terrified flock that was bleating, bleating…even so, it 
was a song to us, and at the same time, the cause of our interlaced hands. 
A ballad and bleating that won’t be split by bullet, because they’re being 
dreamed at that wounded minute.
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Fifth Movement (The Sermon)

                           
The knot broken, phosphorescence expands. It happened years ago. We 
had already crossed the avenues and their sweltering silver burned our 
feet. By the time I said tell me if you are naked, tell me if you’ve been born yet, 
tell me if the navel that bound you is now under the earth, the blue canary of 
my daughter fell at our feet, weighing the same as an apple, and it wasn’t 
possible for us to revive the bird. You mutter in my ear, and though you are 
close, your voice is an echo. To give life is to ignite torment, that’s what you tell 
me. I follow you to the woods, the cars pick up speed, by now no more than 
satellites in orbit. Emergent trees surround us like the walls of a house. You 
are in the deer that shows itself and retreats. The lake wanes in brilliance 
under a huge cloud that is you. You get desperate, you explode, and finally 
you stand there and speak, there where you exist. You come from close 
by, from your own throat, and your breath is a warm waft. The deer climb 
a small mound. You toss a stone into the lake, and the swans scatter like 
prude women before a naked body. Your heartbeats in widening circles. 
Around the woods, in the neighboring houses and at the edge of the waves, 
in the fancy hotels, the mirrors have slight fissures, maybe imperceptible, 
but they must advance like cracks. And because you are alive, this brilliance 
widens in your mortal eyes, the brilliance of getting to know that sorrow. 


